HOW TO CONFERENCE AT LABEST 2022

BE SAFE AND PRACTICAL
KNOW the LABEST 2022 Health and Safety Protocols (see below)
REVIEW the MAP so you can find your way around the venue (see QR Code below)
STAY SAFE – If you see something, say something to any of our Event Staff or Luskin Staff

MAKE A PLAN
VIEW the Agendas Online or via the LABEST JUJAMA APP (see QR Code below)
READ details on ALL of our speakers and presenters in the Full Program Online (see QR Code below)
CREATE your custom schedule via the LABEST JUJAMA APP (see QR Code below)

HAVE FUN
RAFFLE GIVEAWAYS – We’re raffling off cool prizes in the MAIN TRACK Sessions. Must be present to win.
SCAVENGER HUNT – Join the scavenger hunt via the LABEST JUJAMA APP – Scan QR Code at each Exhibitor Table and be eligible for the Prize Drawing!

NETWORK AND CONNECT
DOWNLOAD the LABEST JUJAMA APP and set up on-site meetings (see QR Code below)
GO to the LABEST JUJAMA Partnering Room for your planned meetings (Catalyst and Discovery, 2nd Floor)
MEET UCLA Researchers at the UCLA TDG New Ventures Networking Room (Enlightenment, 2nd Floor)

ENGAGE IN PERSON
GO to the Post Panel Q&A’s after the AI, CIRM and MEET THE LEADERS panels (Laureate Room, 1st Floor)
VISIT USC, City of Hope Room, and UCLA TDG Lounge
SAY HI to our 26 Exhibitors and don’t forget to scan each of the Scavenger Hunt QR Codes (Outside Ballroom, 1st Floor)

RELAX AND RECHARGE
NEED A BREAK? There are many places at the conference to have some quiet time
UCLA TDG LOUNGE – Stop in and say hi, Relax, Hang Out, Charge Up (Pinnacle Room, 1st Floor)
CHARGING STATION – Plug in and Chill (TDG Lounge/Pinnacle Room, 1st Floor, Journey and Entrepreneur, 2nd Floor)
LUSKIN PATIOS – Step Outside for some fresh air (South Courtyard and Centennial Patio, 1st Floor)

FUEL AND HYDRATE
BREAKFAST on the Centennial Patio
LUNCH – Check your wristband color and have lunch at the allotted time (Centennial Terrace, 3rd Floor)
REFRESHMENT STATIONS – Grab a drink and a snack in between meals. Open and stocked from 9:00am – Noon and 2:00pm – 4:00pm (1st and 2nd Floors)
ESPRESSO BAR - Brought to you by UCLA TDG New Ventures and Larta Institute (Outside Entrepreneur, 2nd Floor)

CELEBRATE
CLOSING RECEPTION – Now it’s time to enjoy the reception! Open to ALL Solid Color Wristband Attendees! (Centennial Terrace, 3rd Floor)
LABEST 2022 HEALTH AND SAFETY PROTOCOLS
LABEST is committed to creating a safe event for all attendees at the conference.

COVID-19 POLICY
To mitigate the risk of COVID-19 to University’s staff, guests, and attendees, LABEST and Luskin Conference Center requires proof of full vaccination. Attendees must present a photo ID along with proof of CDC definition of being fully vaccinated against COVID-19. In addition, we are requiring all attendees to wear masks while indoors except when actively eating or drinking from the refreshment stations in the venue. Please note that University protocols, and those of local health authorities, may be updated periodically.